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Abstract
This article provides a detailed analysis of individual preferences towards public financial aid to students from low-income families. Who favours/opposes such aid? What are the determinants of the respective preferences? I argue that three sets of factors jointly shape these preferences: materialistic self-interests, political attitudes, and the status quo of the higher education subsidy systems by generating positive feedback-effects. Results of multilevel ordered logit models utilizing the International Social Survey Program (ISSP) data for up to 22 countries over two decades indicate that self-interest matters: students strongly favour subsidies as do their parents, while those paying for the spending and those not expecting to benefit oppose such aid. Moreover, political attitudes are important: Supporters of redistribution and of increased public education spending in general, as well as leftwing voters, are much more likely to support students. On the macro-level, the findings suggest that positive feedback-effects exist: in countries with generous subsidy systems, public support for subsidies is higher. This article is the first to systematically analyse preferences towards higher education subsidies across countries and time and demonstrates how positive feedback-effects increasingly lock-in countries’ tuition-subsidy paths, making the systems resistant to (radical) change. As such, it speaks to the literature on the political economy of skill formation, the welfare state, public opinion and the public opinion–policy link.
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Introduction
When a student graduates from college in the United States, she probably shoulders a debt of US$40,000, due to loans she took out to cover tuition fees and living expenses. Even amounts exceeding US$100,000 are not uncommon (Martin and Lehren, 2012).
Suppose this student (let us call her Hannah) had studied in Denmark instead. Here, Hannah would have paid no tuition fees at all, and probably she would have received a considerable public grant to cover living costs during her studies. We can also imagine that Hannah studied in Berlin where no tuition would have been charged either – presumably, however, she also would not have received any public financial support. Finally, consider Hannah studied in a typical Japanese university. The amounts charged would be similar to those in the United States; in contrast to the United States, however, public financial support would hardly be available.1

As these four ideal-typical scenarios illustrate, the advanced democracies’ tuition-subsidy systems differ tremendously. In fact, ‘Four Worlds of Student Finance’ can be distinguished (Garritzmann, 2014: Chapter 2). Figure 1 illustrates these by depicting two exemplary characteristics of tuition-subsidy systems: average annual tuition amounts and the proportion of students receiving subsidies. In the bottom left of Figure 1, the continental European countries cluster in a low-tuition–low-subsidy regime. In the bottom right, a low-tuition–high-subsidy system appears, comprising Nordic Europe. The Anglo-Saxon countries fall into a high-tuition–high-subsidy world in Figure 1’s top right corner. Finally, we also find the combination of high tuition and low subsidies in some Asian and Latin American countries.2

Historically, however, countries developed their tuition-subsidy systems – just as their welfare states (Esping-Andersen, 1990; Huber and Stephens, 2001) – from an almost identical starting point: in the immediate postwar-time, all OECD-countries had very low higher education enrolment levels (Windolf, 1997), low tuition and no public student support systems (Nakata and Mosk, 1987). As I have shown elsewhere (Garritzmann, 2014), countries’ developments from this low-tuition–low-subsidy (low-enrolment) starting point to today’s distinct Four Worlds of Student Finance can be explained by the partisan composition of government and especially the sequence and duration in which parties of the left and right controlled office. What remains puzzling,

---

1. Figure 1. The Four Worlds of Student Finance.
   Source: Author’s compilation, based on Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD; 2013). All data are for the year 2010, except for Japan and Spain, where data on the proportion benefiting was only available for 2004. For Germany, I added own estimations based on data from the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF).
however, is the stability of the Four Worlds during the more recent decades: although parties exercised enormous influence on the development of the tuition-subsidy systems during the 1950s–1980s, the recent decades have witnessed much less radical change. Rather, countries have followed along their respective paths: high-tuition countries kept increasing tuition, while low-tuition countries kept tuition low. Likewise, countries with generous subsidy systems maintained or extended these, while low-subsidy states did not undergo significant expansion. In fact, it seems that no country has witnessed radical change in its tuition-subsidy regime after important decisions were made in the immediate postwar decades (Garritzmann, 2014 and Figure A in Online Appendix).

The aim of this article is twofold. First, it offers an explanation for why the Four Worlds of Student Finance have become so resistant to (radical) change. I argue, in line with key contributions in the historical institutionalist literature (Campbell, 2012; Kumlin and Stadelmann-Steffen, 2014; Pierson, 1993, 1994, 2000, 2006; Skocpol, 1992; Thelen, 1999, 2004), that this is so because the existing tuition-subsidy regimes create strong positive feedback-effects on the individual level, increasing support for the respective existing tuition-subsidy systems. These preferences make (radical) change increasingly costly for political parties, which is why path dependencies prevail. As I show below, this follows from both rational choice and sociological perspectives.

As the literature review will demonstrate, individual-level education policy preferences have hardly been studied. A second objective of this article is therefore to offer a comprehensive study of the determinants of attitudes towards higher education policies, testing the influence of three customary groups of explanations: materialistic self-interest, political attitudes and institutional contexts, that is, feedback-effects. In the empirical analysis, I concentrate on attitudes towards subsidies (and disregard attitudes towards tuition) for theoretical and empirical reasons discussed below. This article thus addresses three questions: who favours/opposes subsidies? What are the determinants of the respective preferences? Does the existing subsidy-regime have positive feedback-effects on citizens’ attitudes, generating support for the status quo? Questions posed in three ISSP-waves provide data for attitudes towards spending for students from low-income families for up to 22 countries over two decades. While not a panel dataset in a strict sense, we can treat the data as a ‘quasi-panel’ and analyse whether, how and why attitudes have changed during the last two decades.

The results of multilevel ordered logit models reveal on the micro-level that self-interest and political attitudes matter. On the macro-level, the findings suggest that positive feedback-effects are at work, because public opinion becomes more favourable of student support, the more generous the existing support systems. These findings are robust against a large number of tests.

Understanding attitudes towards higher education policies is highly relevant for theoretical and societal reasons. The societal relevance of these phenomena hardly needs emphasis, as the tuition-subsidy regimes have enormous (re-)distributional consequences and shape – among other things – the (acceptance of) socio-economic inequality, redistribution and social mobility, the general skill profile of a country, and thereby even its type of capitalism. This article is theoretically relevant, as our knowledge on individual preferences towards education policies is still crude due to scholars’ focus on macro-level explanations and because of a poor data situation (full references below). Without investigating the underlying micro-mechanisms of macro-phenomena, however, political economy analyses lack their crucial backbone.

This article proceeds in the usual fashion: a literature review is followed by my theoretical framework. The section on ‘Research design’ is followed by the ‘Results’ section which presents empirical results, while the next section probes their robustness. The final section concludes and sketches promising extensions for further research.

**Literature review**

Whereas education has been a central theme in sociology, psychology, economics and education science already for decades, political scientists have only recently developed an interest in education policies and education systems – often under the headings of
‘skill formation’ or ‘human capital investment’ (Busemeyer and Trampusch, 2011; Iversen and Stephens, 2008; Jakobi et al., 2009). Several core contributions to the field have pointed out the fundamental importance of patterns of skill formation for politico-economic systems. Most prominently, the Varieties of Capitalism (VoC) approach (Hall and Soskice, 2001), which led to a paradigm shift in the political economy and the welfare state literatures, places skill formation at the core of politico-economic systems by demonstrating that neither production regimes, nor welfare states, nor social policies, nor demands for or supply of redistribution, nor the effects of structural changes such as globalization, deindustrialization or skill-based technological change can be understood without taking into account the design of the education systems (Estevez-Abe et al., 2001; Iversen, 2005).

The lion’s share of these newer studies has focused on the role of collective actors, especially political parties (Ansell, 2010; Boix, 1997; Busemeyer, 2009; Castles, 1982; Iversen and Stephens, 2008; Schmidt, 2007) as well as the interaction of employers and unions (Busemeyer and Trampusch, 2011; Iversen and Stephens, 2008; Thelen, 1999, 2004). Analyses of individual preferences, in contrast, are extremely rare. Only a handful of publications have focused on attitudes towards education policies in a comparative context.4 Whereas Estevez-Abe et al. (2001) theorized already in the original VoC volume (Hall and Soskice, 2001) on individual-level education preferences, a first comparative empirical analysis of attitudes was conducted by Busemeyer et al. (2009). The authors questioned whether income or age was more important in explaining welfare-state attitudes and theorized that the explanatory power might differ across policy fields, because the likelihood of receiving specific benefits varies by age and income. Empirical analyses of ISSP-data confirm that age is a stronger determinant of education spending preferences than income: the elderly are more reluctant to increase education spending and favour expenditure on pensions instead, possibly because neither they nor their children are expecting to receive public education anymore.

In addition to these studies focusing on micro-level explanations of individual-level education policy preferences, two recent studies add macro-determinants: Busemeyer (2012) investigates how socioeconomic and educational inequalities affect attitudes towards education policies, and Busemeyer and Jensen (2012) studied the effects of economic coordination and of the status quo of the vocational education and training (VET) system on attitudes over public education spending.

While the previously discussed studies all focus on education policy preferences in very general terms (i.e. ‘more or less spending on education’), more fine-grained analyses were conducted by Ansell (2010) and Busemeyer et al. (2011). Ansell (2010) concentrates on preferences towards financial support of higher education students from low-income families (utilizing the same operationalization as my study). He argues that individual (and party) preferences are conditional on the status quo of the education system, especially the level of tertiary enrolment: in brief, Ansell posits that when enrolment is low, rightwing voters/parties favour (and leftwing voters/parties oppose) public education spending, because the right’s constituency is more likely to benefit from this spending as access is empirically stratified by income. Yet, Ansell expects that when enrolment levels soar and reach a certain threshold, party positions flip, as further expansion would grant access to lower-income groups. At this point, leftwing parties are expected to favour (and rightwing parties to oppose) further expansion. Ansell (2010) uses survey-data from the 1996-ISSP-wave to probe these claims on the micro-level. He reports an ‘extremely robust’ (p. 185) effect of income: the richer the individuals, the higher their opposition to financial assistance to low-income students. Moreover, ideology matters, as left-leaning individuals favour subsidies while rightwing respondents tend to oppose such assistance. Finally, empirical evidence is presented for his main argument: high-income and rightwing respondents are even more opposed to subsidies when tertiary enrolment is high.

To date, Ansell’s study is the only comparative study of attitudes towards financial support of students and as such receives much praise. Yet, his analysis can be extended in several respects. First, Ansell only tests very few possible determinants, leaving it
an empirical question whether the results remain robust when controlling for rival explanations. Second, although data are also available for additional years, Ansell surprisingly does not use all available data. It is thus highly interesting to explore whether his results can be reproduced using data for other time-points and other operationalizations. Third, Ansell does not analyse whether the existing tuition-subsidy regimes feed back on individual preferences as theorized here. Finally, one can criticize Ansell’s analysis from a methodological point of view as he tests a multilevel argument (including even cross-level interactions) with a single-equation model. Hence, it should be tested whether the results remain robust in more elaborated (multilevel) analyses.

A second fine-grained study of individual education policy preferences was conducted by Busemeyer et al. (2011). The authors exploit a survey carried out in Switzerland in 2007, which is unique because it mainly posed questions about individual education policy preferences. Busemeyer et al. find that individuals’ educational backgrounds and incomes are important determinants of policy preferences concerning the distribution of public expenditure across different education sectors. In addition, socialization effects seem to be at work, as respondents support that type of education that they themselves attended. Educational background and income lose their explanatory power, however, when it comes to preferences towards the relationship between public and private spending. Instead, ideology turns out as the dominant explanation: left-oriented individuals demand larger spending from the public and smaller contributions from students. Right-leaning respondents, in contrast, favour lower public, but higher private contributions. Finally, the status quo of the education system matters; that is, in Cantons where vocational education and training (VET) plays a prominent role, support for more spending on this sector is also larger.

Whereas the study of Busemeyer et al. (2011) is the first encompassing analysis of individual education policy preferences, it falls short in two respects. First, it remains unclear whether we can generalize from the findings to respondents in other countries or at other points in time. Second, while the authors analyse preferences towards tuition fees, no analysis of preferences over financial student support is included.

In sum, political scientists have only recently developed a strong interest in education policies and education systems. As their focus has remained on collective political actors, however, only a handful of studies have analysed individual attitudes towards education policies in a comparative setting. Moreover, most of these studies have focused on very general preferences (towards either more or less public education spending) and do not inform us about more specific areas such as higher education finance. Consequently, our knowledge about attitudes towards higher education finance is still very crude.

**What explains attitudes towards financial student support?**

What explains attitudes towards financial support of students? Following the literature on individual social policy preferences, I derive hypotheses from three groups of explanations: materialistic self-interest, political attitudes and institutional effects of the macro-context. While all three sets of explanations are highly interesting in themselves, the latter explanation is especially relevant for the present purpose, as I claim that positive feedback-effects help explain path dependencies in the Four Worlds of Student Finance.

**Materialistic self-interest**

Self-interest – that is, achieving one’s highest benefit/cost ratio – has been used as (one of) the main explanations for individual policy preferences (e.g. Kangas, 1997; Van Oorschot, 2006), at the latest since rational choice has become a leading paradigm in social science. Assuming a rational individual, we can expect that those who (expect to) benefit from subsidies, that is (future) students, will be supportive. Vice versa, those, who do not (expect to) receive benefits and those who pay for these services, will oppose such spending. Thus,

H1: Current and prospective students strongly favour public subsidies. Taxpayers, that is, respondents in (full-time) paid-work, strongly oppose subsidies.
Related to this, income is likely to shape attitudes towards subsidies, for two main reasons: first, the higher one’s income, the higher the tax amount and hence the more likely the opposition against public subsidies. A second reason is more psychological: the higher one’s income, the lower the incentive-effect of subsidies. Countless studies have shown that children from low-income backgrounds are more debt- and risk-averse (e.g. Archer et al., 2003; Callender and Jackson, 2005) and that subsidy systems have significant effects on their enrolment and studying behaviour (Curs et al., 2007; McPherson and Schapiro, 2006). The lower one’s income, the higher the (perceived) value of subsidies. Hence, while higher income groups might favour spending on tertiary education institutions (because they are more likely to enrol), they will not favour spending on student aid, because they are unlikely to benefit.

H2: The higher a respondent’s (household) income, the lower her or his support for subsidies.

In addition to these straightforward self-interest hypotheses, another more indirect dimension of self-interest might exist: parents of students might share their children’s preference towards subsidies, either because they aim to reduce their own costs (as parents often cover their children’s education costs) or because they want to reduce their offspring’s financial burden. Hence, we can expect that having children who study increases one’s support for subsidies. Unfortunately, this proposition is impossible to test directly because no comparative survey includes questions on whether one’s children study – let alone receive subsidies. One could, of course, simply assume that all parents have similar preferences. This assumes, however, that the expectation of all parents for their children to receive higher education is equal. As this is empirically unlikely to hold, I reverse the perspective and expect

H3: Adults, who do not have children, oppose subsidies.5

Non-materialistic determinants

Besides materialistic self-interest, a second classical set of explanations of attitudes points at the impact of non-materialistic influences, such as norms, values, ideologies and socialization effects. To begin with, it is reasonable to expect socialization effects, that is, individuals’ education policy preferences are likely to depend on their own education experience. Busemeyer et al. (2011) find, in this vein, for Switzerland that individuals who attended higher education are more likely to favour larger tertiary education spending, while former VET students favour expansion of VET-spending. That is, even if not benefiting from subsidies themselves anymore, former students might favour subsidies.

H4: Individuals who received higher education (specifically those who hold a higher education degree) favour subsidies more than individuals without higher education experience.

Second, individuals’ ideological positions are highly likely to affect their policy preferences. There is much debate in the political economy of skill formation literature on whether education spending is favoured by leftist or rather by rightist individuals and parties (Busemeyer et al., 2013 provide a detailed discussion): some scholars claim (Boix, 1997; Busemeyer, 2009; Castles, 1982; Iversen and Stephens, 2008; Schmidt, 2007) that public (tertiary) education spending fosters social mobility, equality of opportunities and redistribution, and deduce that it is therefore favoured by leftwing voters and parties. In contrast, others claim that (tertiary) education particularly benefits higher income groups as access is de facto stratified by income (Blossfeld and Shavit, 1993; Breen and Jonsson, 2005), making (higher) education spending essentially regressive. Consequently, it should be favoured by high-income, rightwing voters (Ansell, 2010; Fernandez and Rogerson, 1995; Jensen, 2011). Thus, the literature offers conflicting hypotheses on effects of ideological positions on public (higher) education spending. When we concentrate more narrowly on financial aid to (low-income) students, however, these contradictions can easily be resolved, as this spending is targeted to needy students and consequently strongly redistributive. Hence, I posit,

H5: Leftwing-oriented individuals support and rightwing individuals oppose financial support of
Finally, respondents’ preferences towards subsidies might be related to their general view on redistribution because education policies and social policies are adjacent policy fields: an individual is more likely to support subsidies when she also favours redistribution. This is particularly likely in this study, because the used survey-item focuses specifically on students from ‘low-income families’ (see discussion below). Hence, I expect

H6: Individuals, who demand more redistribution, are more likely to support subsidies (for low-income students).

**Macro-level determinants: Feedback-effects**

The third group of determinants – and the one of particular interest here for the broader argument on the sustainability of the Four Worlds of Student Finance – highlights the influence of institutions. A recently rapidly growing literature has argued – following Pierson’s (1993, 1994, 2000, 2005, 2006) seminal contributions – that institutions can generate ‘feedback-effects’, that is, shape actors’ preferences (Campbell, 2012; Kumlin and Stadelmann-Steffen, 2014; Skocpol, 1992; Thelen, 1999, 2004). Pierson (1993) distinguishes feedback-effects on three levels (mass public, interest groups and elites) through two mechanisms (incentive effects and interpretive effects), thus leading to six types of feedback-effects (Pierson, 1993: Figure 1). In this study, I focus on feedback-effects on the mass public and on elites and show that both mechanisms lead to the expectation of positive feedback-effects in the present context.

While the original contributions in this literature all expected positive feedback-effects (i.e. institutions generating their own support), more recent studies emphasized that negative feedback is also possible, that is, institutions undermining themselves (Fernández and Jaime-Castillo, 2013; Jacobs and Weaver, 2014; Weaver, 2010). The effects might even be more complex, following, for example, a ‘thermostatic model’ with differing short-term and long-term feedback-effects, as theorized by Wlezien (1995; compare also Soroka and Wlezien, 2010; Wlezien and Soroka, 2012).

Ansell (2010), Busemeyer et al. (2011), Busemeyer and Jensen (2012), Mettler (2002) and Mettler and Welch (2004) applied these arguments to education policies and investigated effects of education systems on individual-level preferences, as summarized in the literature review. In line with these studies, I expect the institutional set-up of the higher education systems, especially the generosity of the subsidy systems, to affect attitudes towards student support. Theoretically, we can deduce expectations about both positive and negative feedback-effects: for example, are individuals in countries with universal subsidy systems in favour of maintaining and expanding these systems (positive feedback), or are they ‘fed-up’ with the large and costly support and want to retrench spending (negative feedback)? Yet, I argue that positive feedback is much more likely in the case of student support. This follows from both ‘meta-theories’ of individual behaviour, that is, from rational choice (Pierson’s ‘incentive effects’) and from sociological approaches (Pierson’s ‘interpretive effects’).

Starting with the latter perspective, we can assume that the individuals’ perception of subsidies affects their perceptions of fairness, social mobility and equality of opportunities. Consequently, individuals who (have not) benefited from public subsidies will also find it just that others in the same situation equally (do not) receive such support. Thus, as the generosity of subsidies increases, an increasing share of the population can be expected to favour (further expansion of) subsidies, whereas where they are sparse, support for subsidies can be expected to be lower.

The same conclusion follows also from a rational choice perspective: extending the materialistic self-interest hypotheses (Hypotheses 1–3), individuals’ support will increase as the subsidies’ generosity increases. More specifically, public support for subsidies will be the higher, the higher the received subsidy amounts, the larger the proportion of
students benefiting, and the more generous the repayment conditions (i.e. the larger the grant vis-à-vis the loan component). Moreover, while one could argue that individuals might oppose subsidies once they graduated because they are not likely to benefit themselves anymore, several other arguments speak against this ‘time-inconsistency problem’: the more generous the subsidy systems, the more likely it is that close relatives (e.g. their children) might benefit in the future. Additionally, respondents might find it even economically valuable that (needy) students are supported financially, because otherwise human capital is wasted, leading to economic decline (in the long-run). Thus, positive feedback-effects can be deduced from a rational choice and from a sociological perspective, that is, from both of Pierson’s (1993) mechanisms.7 In sum, H7: The more generous the existing subsidy system, the higher the public support for subsidies. That is, (a) higher public spending on subsidies, (b) larger proportions of students benefiting, (c) higher subsidy amounts received by students, and (d) larger shares of grants vis-à-vis loans increase public support for subsidies.

These positive feedback-effects on the individual-level, in turn, can be expected to have effects on policy-makers (Pierson’s ‘elite-level feedback’), particularly political parties, who – irrespective of whether we conceive of them as policy- or as office-maximizers – also have to maximize votes (Müller and Strøm, 1999). Several scholars demonstrated how public opinion influences elites’ policy-making and shapes their room to manoeuvre (Brooks and Manza, 2006a, 2006b; Kenworthy, 2009; Rehm, 2011; Soroka and Wlezien, 2010; Wlezien and Soroka, 2012). This is also likely for higher education subsidies, because as the cumulative share of beneficiaries grows over time (as enrolment levels soar), it becomes increasingly difficult for parties to retrench the services. To see this, imagine a rare illness, say – due to current events – Ebola. As long as only a tiny proportion of the population is affected, the population at large will hardly notice – let alone care about or invest time or money in – the topic. Yet, as soon as the illness spreads, suddenly a large proportion of the population becomes attentive and highly engaged in the topic. Substitute higher education for Ebola and that is exactly what I argue has happened with higher education.

In the 1950s – in some countries even in the 1970s – less than 5 in a 100 children saw a higher education classroom from the inside in any of today’s advanced democracies. Higher education was a privilege of a very small elite (Windolf, 1997). Accordingly, the topic was hardly salient for the general public. As enrolment levels soared (mainly due to increases in subsidies), however, the group directly (i.e. students) and indirectly affected by higher education (e.g. students’ families, workers in the higher education sector) grew tremendously in size. Over the years, the cumulative share of the population who had participated in higher education increased rapidly, empirically often exponentially (Windolf, 1997). Consequently, higher education (finance) continually became more salient in people’s perceptions and in the public discourse. Because of this growing salience (Pierson would label this ‘visibility’) and people’s clearer preferences (whereas before they were often inattentive to higher education), policy-makers’ room to manoeuvre decreased constantly, as they had to pay more and more attention to the public’s preference over the topic. That is why I argue that individual preferences become more (and party preferences less) important over time in understanding the politics of higher education finance, whereas the reverse was true when higher education systems were still in their infancy.

In sum, I expect that positive feedback-effects emerge from the existing subsidy systems and that these help to explain path dependencies in the Four Worlds of Student Finance.

Controls
On the micro-level, I control for respondents’ age and gender.8 Moreover, respondents’ preference towards public education spending and towards public spending in general are added, because it might be the case that someone does not specifically favour or oppose education spending, but public spending in general. On the macro-level, one can think of a variety of
possible controls (countries’ economic situation, demographic demand for public education, the type of tax system, etc.). Due to the small number of cases on the macro-level (maximum 22 countries), however, I have to concentrate on the theoretically most relevant explanations and cannot incorporate many rival explanations (Stegmueller, 2013).

**Research design**

This article investigates attitudes towards student support, focusing particularly on macro-level feedback-effects. Thus, comparative survey-data is needed, covering cross-national and cross-temporal variation. Unfortunately, data on education policy preferences is very scarce in the existing comparative surveys and questions on specific aspects almost entirely missing. The ISSP, however, included questions in its Role-of-Government (RoG) modules, which can be made fruitful for my purpose. In three RoG-waves (1990, 1996, 2006), respondents were asked:

> On the whole, do you think it should be or should not be the government’s responsibility to give financial help to university students from low-income families? (ISSP Research Group, 2008)

The question thus allows investigating attitudes towards student support across up to 22 countries over two decades for roughly 50,000 respondents. Nevertheless, while offering the best available comparative data, the question- framing is not ideal for three reasons: first, the focus on students from ‘low-income families’ draws attention from general support of students to a specific need-group. This is problematic because respondents might hold different opinions for support of students in general and for support of low-income students in particular. Moreover, respondents might hold certain positions for different reasons. For example, some individuals (especially in countries with generous subsidy systems) might oppose the statement simply because they think that all students, and not only low-income students, should be supported. Relatedly, the ‘low-income’-focus might lead respondents to interpret the question to be less about education subsidies and rather about redistribution in general. Thus, particular attention is necessary to keep attitudes towards student support and attitudes towards redistribution apart. To foreshadow the results, however, both items are rather weakly correlated (0.4; see Table A in Online Appendix); that is, while careful interpretation is necessary, the problem is empirically much smaller. It is not the case that the ‘low-income’ supplement makes the item a simple ‘redistribution-question’, as critical readers might suspect.

Second, the question is not ideal as it focuses on ‘university students’ and not on all higher education students. One can assume, however, that the respondents understand the question in a broader sense and do not distinguish between university and non-university higher education. Finally, the question is suboptimal as it does not include any trade-offs (e.g. the necessity to simultaneously increase taxes), because we know that reported support for policies is higher, the more abstract the question, and the less it mentions potential costs (Kangas, 1997). In sum, while the question- framing is not ideal, it offers the best possible operationalization for a cross-country and cross-temporal analysis. Future comparative surveys will hopefully include better-framed questions.

Concerning statistical methods, multilevel models are necessary because the theoretical arguments lie on different analytical levels and because individuals are nested in different groups (countries and time). Using single-level models might lead to incorrect estimates. Multilevel models can be conceived of as a form of generalized single-equation regressions; if the influence of the macro-variables is zero, multilevel models reduce to single-equation models (Gelman and Hill, 2007).

As the dependent variable is given in four answer categories (‘definitely should not be’, ‘probably should not be’, ‘probably should be’ and ‘definitely should be’), ordinary least squares (OLS) is inappropriate and maximum-likelihood necessary; moreover, as the answer categories are rank-ordered, ordered logit models are ideal. Multinomial models could also be used, but give away the information contained in the ordering of the answer categories. Hence, multilevel ordered logit/probit is the ideal model specification.10
Results

Descriptive overview

Before presenting multivariate results, a brief descriptive overview on the dependent variable is given over time and across countries, to give the reader a better understanding of the phenomenon at hand. It is remarkable, first of all, that the distribution of answers is heavily left-skewed, that is, averaged across countries about 90 percent of the respondents are in favour of subsidies. This is not surprising, however, given the question-framing, which is held in very general terms and does not include any trade-offs (as problematized above). It is striking, second, that across all countries, support for subsidies increased steadily over time (Figure B in Online Appendix). Although not a strong test yet, this finding is entirely in line with my positive feedback story.

Can we also observe differences across countries? Figure 2, depicting respondents’ preferences by country, clearly answers in the affirmative. First, while the distributions are left-skewed in all countries, this is true to different degrees: in some countries (e.g. Spain), hardly anybody opposes subsidies, while 40 percent do so in Japan, the ideal-typical high-tuition–low-subsidy regime (Garritzmann, 2014: Chapter 3.4). Again, this provides initial evidence for my feedback arguments, stating that the status quo of the tuition-subsidy regime might shape attitudes. The second interesting observation from this graph are the differences in the degree of support (the height of the two bars on the right in Figure 2). For example, in all Anglo-Saxon countries, which belong to the high-tuition–high-subsidy regime (Garritzmann, 2014 and Figure 1 above), the answer category chosen the most is the second highest, that is, respondents support subsidies, but with some restraint. Continental European countries, which belong to the low-tuition–low-subsidy regime (ibid.), seem to fall in two groups: in the southern and east European systems, strong support is the answer category chosen most, while in the continental low-tuition–low-subsidy systems, the mode lies in the second highest category. Taking the risk of over-interpreting on a small-N basis, these findings indicate that the level of support for subsidies is strongly connected to the Four Worlds of Student Finance. Next, the multivariate analyses will probe these claims.

Multivariate results

Testing micro-explanations: self-interest and political attitudes. As is customary, different hierarchical models are presented, stepwise including sets of variables. I first concentrate on micro-level determinants, utilizing pooled single-level ordered logit models. Table 1 presents three models (each with and without country dummies and standard errors clustered by country): the first model includes only demographical aspects and variables covering materialistic self-interests. The second model adds political attitudes. The third model keeps only variables that proved significance in the former models, which does not alter the results, but increases readability and keeps the number of observations as high as possible. I comment only on the effects of major theoretical interest; readers can obtain additional information from the regression tables.

The results show that students are, as theorized in Hypothesis 1, strongly in favour of subsidies. Across models, being a student significantly and substantially increases the likelihood to support subsidies. In turn, workers, who finance subsidies by paying taxes, show much lower support: I find a robust and considerable effect of being in full-time employment across all model specifications; a similar effect exists for part-time workers, but loses significance as soon as country dummies are included. Moreover, in contrast to preferences over education spending in general (Busemeyer et al., 2009), income does have a significant negative effect on support for subsidies to low-income students: as Hypothesis 2 claims, the higher the respondents’ income, the lower their support for subsidies, presumably so because they pay disproportionately much and benefit disproportionately little. A fourth effect indicating that self-interest matters is the respondents’ household composition: those living in a household without children are significantly less likely to support subsidies – possibly so, because neither they nor their children profit from these benefits (confirming Hypothesis 3).

While some earlier studies found age-effects on education policy preferences (Busemeyer et al., 2009), neither age nor gender show significant effects in my models once political attitudes are controlled for. This is reasonable, however, because the earlier
Figure 2. Attitudes towards financial support of students from low-income families by country.
Source: Author's compilation, based on cumulated ISSP Role-of-government waves (1990, 1996, 2006). The countries are sorted by the respective Four Worlds of Student Finance: The 11 countries in the upper three rows are low-subsidy systems, while the eight countries in the lower two rows are high-subsidy regimes.
studies used age mainly as a proxy for ‘being likely not to profit from education any more’. As my models cover this directly by the respondents’ employment status, I do not expect additional age-effects.

Analogously, being retired significantly decreases support for subsidies, but loses significance when we control for attitudes. In line with Hypothesis 4, socialization effects seem at work, as the likelihood of supporting subsidies increases with respondents’ years in education.

Concerning political attitudes (models 2a and 2b), three findings are remarkable. First, as claimed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Self-interest and demographics</th>
<th>Self-interest, demographics and attitudes</th>
<th>Keep significant only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1a) Random effects</td>
<td>(1b) Country fixed effects</td>
<td>(2a) Random effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2b) Country fixed effects</td>
<td>(3a) Random effects</td>
<td>(3b) Country fixed effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.999 (0.35)</td>
<td>1.001 (0.42)</td>
<td>0.999 (0.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.001 (0.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>1.002 (0.40)</td>
<td>1.009 (0.32)</td>
<td>1.027*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.021*** (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (female)</td>
<td>1.090*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.071*** (0.01)</td>
<td>0.991 (0.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.974 (0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family income</td>
<td>0.732*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.720*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.890*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.888*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time worker</td>
<td>0.682*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.788*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.759*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.795*** (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time worker</td>
<td>0.681*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.883* (0.08)</td>
<td>0.764*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.857* (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker (other)</td>
<td>0.744*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.856*** (0.03)</td>
<td>0.862*** (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.934 (0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>0.861*** (0.01)</td>
<td>0.844*** (0.03)</td>
<td>0.907 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.867 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>1.317*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.453*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.354*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.492*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live in maximum twopersons household</td>
<td>0.745*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.850*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.893*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase public education spending?</td>
<td>1.851*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.772*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.857*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should government reduce income differences?</td>
<td>1.989*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.970*** (0.00)</td>
<td>2.024*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut government spending?</td>
<td>0.970*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.968 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.970*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voted far left</td>
<td>1.458*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.247*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.388*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.300*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voted left</td>
<td>1.290*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.038 (0.49)</td>
<td>1.138*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.185*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voted right</td>
<td>1.335*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.949 (0.79)</td>
<td>1.083 (0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.028 (0.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voted other</td>
<td>1.061*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.967 (0.33)</td>
<td>1.071*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.972 (0.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country dummies?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country-clustered standard errors?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-likelihood</td>
<td>−47,768.87</td>
<td>−45,761.24</td>
<td>−31,685.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−30,730.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−32,753.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−31,739.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (respondents)</td>
<td>46,974</td>
<td>46,974</td>
<td>33,842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33,842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34,974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34,974</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p-values in brackets. Log-likelihood empty model=−66,777.34. Including dummies also for the respective ISSP-wave leaves the results unchanged, except for small changes in the third digits.

*p<0.1, **p<0.05 and ***p<0.01.
Hypothesis 6, those who believe it should be the government’s responsibility to decrease income differences also strongly favour student aid. I theorized that this is at least partly so, because the question- framing focuses on children from low-income families, thereby emphasizing a redistributive aspect. Nevertheless, preferences towards subsidies are by far not deterministically explained by respondents’ redistribution preferences. In fact, both variables correlate only medium strongly (0.40; Table A in Online Appendix). Put differently, the used ISSP question is not simply a ‘redistribution-question’—many respondents hold different views on redistribution in general and on student support in particular. This, once again, emphasizes that social policies and education policies are tightly related fields, but follow different dynamics in important respects (Iversen, 2005).

Second, and adding to this reasoning, respondents supporting public education spending in general also strongly favour student support. That is, respondents tend to have rather coherent attitudes about education spending; again, however, the association is rather low (correlation: 0.27; compare Table A in Online Appendix). This indicates that respondents do hold different positions on different education policy aspects, which underlines once more the need to analyse well-framed and specific survey questions.

Third, respondents’ ideological positions matter as theorized (Hypothesis 5): individuals affiliated with leftwing parties are significantly more in favour of subsidies. Respondents of the far left show the highest support, followed closely by moderate leftwing supporters. Holding centrist and far-right positions also increases the likelihood of favouring subsidies, but the effects turn insignificant once we control for country differences. Moderate rightwing supporters are significantly less in favour of subsidies. In short, political ideology has a linear effect on preferences towards supporting students, as support decreases the further to the right the individuals’ position.

How large are these effects substantially? In order to make substantial interpretation of the effects easier, I estimated marginal effects, predicting the likelihood to be strongly in favour of subsidies. Due to space limitations, I summarize these briefly and refer interested readers to Table B in Online Appendix. The estimations show that full-time and part-time workers are roughly 3 percent less likely to be strong supporters of subsidies, whereas students are considerably (7 percent) more likely to strongly support subsidies. Respondents living without children are 3 percent less likely to appreciate subsidies strongly. The three largest effects are found for political attitudes: a one-unit change in the degree of support for public education spending increases the likelihood to be a strong proponent of subsidies by 15 percent. Correspondingly, each step on the four-category scale covering redistribution preferences leads on average to a 17 percent higher likelihood that the respondent states strong support for subsidies. Finally, respondents allied with the far left are 8 percent more likely to strongly support subsidies than rightwing voters, while their centre-left comrades are 3 percent more likely. In sum, the effects of materialistic self-interest and of political attitudes are considerable and can add up to explain a huge share of the empirical variety.

To summarize, all hypothesized micro-level relationships (Hypotheses 1–6) receive empirical support: students (qua beneficiaries) are strong supporters of subsidies. Moreover, higher education increases the likelihood of supporting student support. Vice versa, respondents unlikely to benefit and those paying for the services are opposed to subsidies. Respondents appreciating redistribution and public education spending in general are much more favourable of subsidies, but neither of these attitude-variables fully determine preferences over subsidies. Finally, respondents’ politico-ideological position matters greatly, as support for subsidies is much higher among leftwing voters.

**Testing macro-explanations: Feedback-effects.** The previous analyses demonstrated that the micro-level determinants show the theorized effects. How do the macro-variables perform? Do we find evidence for the theorized positive feedback-effects (Hypothesis 7)? Table 2 shows the influence of several macro-level variables, controlling for those micro-level variables, which continuously proved significance (Models 3a and 3b).

Turning to the multilevel ordered logit results (Table 2), it is, first of all, vital that the micro-level
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Micro-level variables from the 'Significant Only Model' (Model 3, Table 1)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
<th>(7)</th>
<th>(8)</th>
<th>(9)</th>
<th>(10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>1.027*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.025*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.010*** (0.01)</td>
<td>1.019*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.016*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.010 (0.16)</td>
<td>1.023*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family income</td>
<td>0.866*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.861*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.879*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.864*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.875*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.859*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.833*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time worker</td>
<td>0.883*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.857*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.870*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.873*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.856*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.837*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.862*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time worker</td>
<td>0.931 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.925** (0.08)</td>
<td>0.936 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.970 (0.50)</td>
<td>0.892*** (0.01)</td>
<td>0.877 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.946 (0.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>1.595*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.483*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.480*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.520*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.539*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.488*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.573*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live in maximum two-persons household</td>
<td>0.898*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.868*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.877*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.894*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.866*** (0.00)</td>
<td>0.876*** (0.01)</td>
<td>0.846*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase public education spending?</td>
<td>1.707*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.811*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.763*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.749*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.763*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.690*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.678*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should government reduce income differences?</td>
<td>2.026*** (0.00)</td>
<td>2.013*** (0.00)</td>
<td>2.031*** (0.00)</td>
<td>2.025*** (0.00)</td>
<td>2.058*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.972*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.964*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voted far left</td>
<td>1.317*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.275*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.276*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.227*** (0.01)</td>
<td>1.322*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.180 (0.21)</td>
<td>2.020*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voted left</td>
<td>1.190*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.151*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.143*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.138*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.166*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.130** (0.02)</td>
<td>1.208*** (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro-level variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of public tertiary education expenditure spent on subsides</td>
<td>1.231*** (0.04)</td>
<td>1.063 (0.68)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of public subsidy expenditure spent on grants</td>
<td>1.004*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.009*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.008*** (0.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of higher education costs covered by households</td>
<td>1.016*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.013*** (0.00)</td>
<td>1.017*** (0.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of students benefiting in 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.003*** (0.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of students receiving grants in 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.002** (0.03)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-likelihood</td>
<td>−26,020.17</td>
<td>−25,392.69</td>
<td>−25,190.34</td>
<td>−24,423.44</td>
<td>−24,452.06</td>
<td>−7402.87</td>
<td>−8426.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (respondents)</td>
<td>28,602</td>
<td>28,069</td>
<td>27,729</td>
<td>27,196</td>
<td>27,196</td>
<td>7778</td>
<td>8659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N (countries)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p values in brackets. Log-likelihood empty model = −63,495.

**p < 0.1, ***p < 0.05 and ****p < 0.01.
variables essentially remain unaffected by the inclusion of macro-variables – another indicator for the robustness of the micro-level results. More importantly, the macro-variables lend strong support to my arguments about positive feedback-effects: the share of countries’ public tertiary education expenditure spent on student aid has a positive effect on support for this aid on the individual-level (Model 4). That is, when governments dedicate larger amounts of their higher education budget to subsidies, individual-level support for subsidies is also higher. The effect is considerable in size. As an alternative operationalization of the generosity of the subsidy system, I included public spending on grants (vis-à-vis subsidized loans) (Models 5, 7 and 8). Again, the effects point in the same direction, that is, the more generous the type of subsidies, the higher also the support for subsidies. Finally, I included the share of students receiving subsidies (Model 9) or receiving grants (model 10) as additional operationalizations of the systems’ generosity: again, the estimates are highly significant and positive, indicating that public support for generous subsidies increases as the share of beneficiaries grows. Due to data availability, however, these estimates are only based on a few cases. In sum, all four operationalizations clearly indicate positive feedback-effects: the more generous the existing subsidy-regime, the larger public support for these subsidies.

To extend this article’s argument, I also included variables covering the second dimension of the Four Worlds of Student Finance, that is, tuition fees (Garritzmann, 2014). It might, for example, be the case that children from low-income families are perceived as particularly needy in high-tuition countries (to enable them to cope with the tremendous costs). And indeed, the higher private education spending, the higher also support for financial aid to low-income students (Models 6–8). The effect is robust across model specifications. More importantly, however, the effects of main interest, that is, the positive feedback-effects of the subsidy system, remain unaffected by the inclusion of variables covering the cost side.

In sum, the multilevel models suggest that positive feedback-effects are at work: support for financial assistance of low-income students is higher in countries where subsidy systems are more generous. Placing these findings in context, I argued that these positive feedback-effects are likely to constrict parties’ room for manoeuvre, because voters favour continuing along the respective regime-paths. Thus, radical policy-change over time becomes electorally more costly for parties. Consequently, the positive feedback-effects are at least part of the explanation why the Four Worlds of Student Finance persistent and prevent radical change.

**Robustness**

I run a large variety of robustness tests. I tested whether the results change when survey weights, different country selections, or different operationalizations are used. This was not the case. Moreover, results of ordered logit models are only valid if the ‘ordered logit assumption’ holds, that is, that the sizes and significances of the effects are the same for each difference in the answer categories (i.e. ‘strongly oppose vs oppose’, ‘oppose vs support’ and ‘support vs strongly support’). As the assumption was violated for some variables, I compared the presented results to those of a partial proportional odds model. Put simply, a partial proportional odds model is an ordered logit model for those variables, which meet the proportional odds assumption, and a series of logit models for those variables, which do not meet the assumption. Substantially, the partial proportional odds model entirely supports the findings reported here; that is, even for those variables where the assumption was violated, the effects underline the theorized relationships. Hence, I concentrated on the ordered logit models in the main presentation.

Furthermore, I used a variety of other model specifications (e.g. ordered probit, multinomial, and logit and probit after dichotomizing the dependent variable). Of course, the results are somewhat sensitive to these changes, but the main findings remain robust. Furthermore, no serious problems of multicollinearity, non-linearity or error term distributions were detected. Some problems occurred, however, with predicting values of less frequent categories (i.e. opposition to subsidies). As this applies only to a few cases and is a frequent weakness of ordered logit models with heavily skewed distributions, however, the problem seems negligible. Finally, I
tested for different functional forms of the effects of the independent variables (by using Stata’s ‘autofit’ commands), for outliers, influential cases and patterns of missing values. Again, the tests did not indicate worrisome problems. Overall, the presented results remain robust.

Conclusion

This article argued that while we begin to have a firm understanding of how collective political actors (have) shaped education systems (Busemeyer and Trampusch, 2011; Iversen and Stephens, 2008; Jakobi et al., 2009), our knowledge about individual education policy preferences is still crude. This is particularly true for higher education, and even more so for tuition fees and subsidies, despite their enormous distributional consequences. As long as we do not investigate attitudes empirically, however, strong assumptions have to be made in political economy analyses. Do individuals hold different preferences on education policies at all? What are the determinants of these preferences? Do leftwing and rightwing voters differ in their preferences? How are attitudes fed into the political process? Are attitudes influenced by existing institutions, and if so, via positive or negative feedback-effects?

Resulting from the lack of knowledge in these respects, several empirical facts remain puzzling, in particular the observation that no OECD-country (on the ‘British exceptionalism’ compare Garritzmann, 2014: Chapter 4 and footnote 3 above), has significantly altered its tuition-subsidy system during the last two or three decades. Instead, countries have further developed along their respective paths: in countries with high tuition fees, tuition fees keep rising, whereas there is no sign of tuition-fee increases in low-tuition fee countries. Likewise, high-subsidy systems expand or at least maintain their generous systems, whereas governments in low-subsidy countries make no noticeable attempts to expand support. I argued that these path dependencies can at least partly be explained by the fact that the existing tuition-subsidy regimes generate positive feedback-effects on individual-level preferences, making it electorally costly for parties to change the status quo. Consequently, these positive feedback-effects can (at least partly) explain path dependencies in the Four Worlds of Student Finance.

In order to shed some light on these claims, this article aimed at providing a detailed analysis of individual-level preferences towards higher education finance. Empirically, I focused on attitudes towards subsidies for theoretical and empirical reasons and utilized ISSP-data for up to 22 countries over two decades. The results of multilevel ordered logit models indicate that self-interest matters: students strongly favour subsidies, while those paying for the spending, and those not expecting to benefit, oppose such aid. Second, political attitudes are important: supporters of redistribution and of public education spending in general, as well as leftwing voters are much more likely to support subsidies. Most importantly for the present purpose, I found that positive feedback-effects seem to be at work, as the existing tuition-subsidy regimes co-vary with public opinion: in systems with generous subsidy systems support for subsidies is higher. Consequently, we can deduce that these positive feedback-effects make it increasingly difficult for political parties to (radically) alter the status quo of the higher education finance system, thereby offering an explanation for path dependencies in the Four Worlds of Student Finance.

Future research could extend the analysis in several ways. First, one could investigate attitudes towards different kinds of subsidies in more detail (e.g. grants vs loans; subsidized loans vs interest-capped loans) in order to better understand the reasons why respondents support/oppose subsidies. It is, for example, possible that a respondent thinks governments should give grants to low-income students, loans to students with good grades and no support to ‘average students’. By analysing more fine-grained data, we would also be able to disentangle preferences for redistribution, social policies and education policies more clearly. Second, while this article focused on subsidies, it would be worthwhile to accompany the results with an analysis of attitudes towards tuition fees. Most of the hypotheses discussed here could easily be adapted to cover these, too. Adding analyses of the ‘cost side’ would be highly interesting as tuition and subsidies are tightly intertwined in the Four Worlds of Student Finance.
Finance (Garritzmann, 2014). Finally, one should delve deeper into the general link between individual-level preferences and preferences of collective political actors. How are attitudes fed into the political process? Do parties know and care about their constituencies’ preferences? Under which circumstances do preferences shape outcomes (i.e. ‘representative democracy’) and under which conditions do institutions shape preferences (i.e. ‘feedback-effects’)? Under what circumstances do we find negative feedback-effects, and when are positive feedback-effects more likely (Campbell, 2012; Kumlin and Stadelmann-Steffen, 2014)? The field of (higher) education policies seems a promising arena to analyse these fundamental political questions due to the enormous (re-)distributive dynamics in this field.

To conclude, this article is the first to systematically analyse attitudes towards financial support of higher education students and aims at deepening our understanding of the political economy of skill formation. It explains, to pick up the introduction’s puzzle again, why our fictive student Hannah (and her fellow citizens) probably would have different attitudes towards higher education policies depending on where she studied and how these attitudes contribute to path dependencies in the Four Worlds of Student Finance. Many subsequent questions, however, remain to be solved.
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Notes

1. In the following expressions, ‘subsidies’, ‘student support’ and ‘financial assistance of students’ are used synonymously, indicating public spending directly to students.
2. The Four Worlds can also be found when considering different operationalizations (e.g. spending as a share of GDP, spending on grants, household spending as a share of GDP and many others) or when utilizing multivariate techniques (e.g. cluster analyses) (Garritzmann, 2014: Chapter 2).
3. The noteworthy exception is England, where tuition fees of £1000 were installed in 1997 and have recently been raised to £9000. Yet, even this exceptional case underlines my arguments as it shows, first, that radical change in the tuition-subsidy systems has become a clear exception to the rule, as the British case led to much debate domestically and internationally and remains unparalleled in the OECD-world (on the ‘British Exceptionalism’ compare Garritzmann, 2014: Chapter 4). Radical policy-change was feasible in Britain because – to make a long story short – the Conservatives had skilfully prepared the ground for the introduction of fees by repeatedly emphasizing that the quality of higher education might deteriorate in a time of fiscal austerity but rising student numbers. In line with these arguments, a non-partisan committee, commissioned in 1996 by then Prime Minister John Major (Conservatives), famously proposed to introduce means-tested tuition fees, accompanied by means-tested grants and subsidized student loans (‘Dearing Report’). In 1997, the Labour government under Prime Minister Tony Blair opted to follow these recommendations and installed means-tested annual tuition of £1000 with the goal to continue expanding access to higher education while maintaining the quality of teaching and research without the necessity to increase general taxes. This decision led to much dispute within the party and its constituency and potentially contributed to Labour’s worsening election results over the following years (the LibDems have recently had a similar experience when they flipped from a fierce anti-tuition to a pro-tuition position). The British case thus illustrates very well, second, that – in line with my arguments – radical policy-change is not entirely impossible but that positive feedback-effects on the mass-public level make departure from the respective regime-paths politically difficult and electorally costly for political parties.
4. A much broader literature exists in the US-context, focusing particularly on feedback-effects of education
systems, for example, on civil engagement (Mettler, 2002; Mettler and Welch, 2004). Furthermore, and in some ways related, but concerned with different phenomena, is a broad sociological literature on determinants of individuals’ education decisions. Yet, as the article focuses on policy preferences of individuals and on internationally comparative studies, these related investigations are disregarded.

5. Empirically, this is operationalized as respondents living in a single- or two-person household (discussed below).

6. I disregard Pierson’s third category, feedback-effects on interest groups, because these are less relevant in the case of higher education finance. For a noteworthy exception, however, see Mettler’s (2010) analysis of the US case, demonstrating why positive feedback-effects on interest groups, particularly the banking sector, were crucial in this case.

7. As it is easier to make rational choice arguments about the second dimension of the Four Worlds of Student Finance, namely, tuition fees, focusing on subsidies in the empirical analysis even provides the ‘stronger test’ (Van Evera, 1997: 30ff) for my feedback arguments, which is the theoretical reason why the empirical analysis focuses on subsidies.

8. I also included additional variables, for example, religious affiliation and frequency of church attendance as these have been found to affect individual (social) policy preferences. Yet, as this did not affect the main results, I omit them in the main presentation due to space limitations. Results are available on request.

9. I thank Paul Marx and Carsten Jensen for pointing this out to me.

10. The empirical analyses were established utilizing Stata 13’s ‘meologit’ and related commands.

11. Table A in Online Appendix provides a summary of the included variables and their respective bivariate correlations with the dependent variable.

12. While problematic for OLS, this distribution should not lead to estimation problems in my multivariate analyses, as ordered logit models do not make any assumptions that are violated by this (compare Section ‘Robustness’).

13. Results of non-pooled analyses by country, by time-point and by country-year are available on request. I also tested whether including time-dummies changes the results of these micro-level variables. This is not the case. That is, the micro-variables have surprisingly constant effects over time. I do not comment on minor changes here due to reasons of space availability.

14. As no direct measure for ‘having children in education’ was available, the used proxy ‘living in a single- or two-person household’ even underestimates the true effect, because it might include many parents, who live in a two-person household because they attend higher education institutions and no longer live at home.

15. I comment here only briefly on the major tests and offer a commented do-file on request.

16. Using Stata’s ‘gologit2.ado’ with the ‘autofit’ option (Williams, 2006).
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